
 
 

Tennessee Rugby Academy vs Ravenwood 
Date: April 17th, 2021 

Final Score: Ravenwood 17 – TRA 14 
 
Tennessee Rugby Academy hosted Ravenwood Rugby at the Tennessee Rugby Park in Knoxville, 
Tennessee for a Saturday afternoon match. Despite TRA putting up their best performance of 
the season, Ravenwood snuck out the victory by scoring the game winning try late in the 
second half.  
 
The match opened with a stout defensive effort by TRA, resulting in a change of possession 
after holding strong for several phases. TRA, building upon lessons learned in last week’s match 
versus Sumner County, launched an attack deep into Ravenwood territory. Ravenwood proved 
equally formidable in defense, and weathered a yellow card while stifling the TRA attack on the 
try line. TRA failed to convert a subsequent penalty kick, and Ravenwood mounted a successful 
attack off the ensuing 22 meter drop out. After stringing together a few solid phases, 
Ravenwood scored the first try of the match and converted the kick to make the score 7-0.  TRA 
responded with strong running off quick taps, and answered with a try of their own by hard 
running prop Tayvon Jefferson. Senior Tyler Sherwood added a successful conversion to even 
the match at 7-7. Ravenwood responded with one more try of their own to take a 12-7 lead 
into the half.  
 
TRA’s attack continued to find their rhythm in the second half and made some timely 
adjustments to increase the pressure on Ravenwood’s defense. Building upon the success of 
quick taps, TRA made the bold decision to run out of their own 22 with great results. Senior 
Captain Marquette Hayes executed a timely dummy pass to break the Ravenwood defensive 
line and capped off the passage of play by dotting down a try on a 60 meter run. Tyler 
Sherwood once again converted the try, resulting in TRA taking a 14-12 lead. Momentum 
continued to build in TRA’s favor as they once again struck deep into Ravenwood’s defensive 
half late into the match. An untimely handling error, however, resulted in Ravenwood scoring a 
transition try and taking a 17-14 lead with three minutes remaining in the match. Despite TRA 
amassing one final attack threat, Ravenwood’s defense held firm to seal a 17-14 victory. 
 
While the result definitely did not turn out in TRA’s favor, the team showed continued 
improvement from its early season losses. TRA’s attack consistently executed its pattern for 
several phases, while also upholding the strong standards of defensive play the program has 
displayed throughout the spring. Sophomore props Tayvon Jefferson and Adel Aqqad once 



again proved to be strong ball carriers, while Sebastian Borthwick and Dawson Miller made 
several tackles to set the tone for TRA’s defensive effort.  
 
Next week, TRA looks to build upon the successes of this weekend while traveling to play Spring 
Hill in Columbia, Tennessee. 
 
 
 
TRA Starting Lineup 
1. Tayvon Jefferson 
2. Blake Scott 
3. Adel Aqqad 
4. Dawson Miller 
5. Kieran Stone 
6. Micah Riddle 
7. Sebastian Borthwick 
8. Tyler Sherwood 
9. Jeremiah Wilson 
10. Marquette Hayes 
11. Xavier Patrick 
12. Solomon Tyson 
13. Devin Davis 
14. Dayvon Jefferson 
15. Caleb Halveston 
 
Scoring Summary 
Ravenwood Try/ Conversion Kick Good 0-7 
TRA Try (Tayvon Jefferson)/ Conversion Kick Good (Tyler Sherwood) 7-7 
Ravenwood Try/ Conversion Kick No Good 7-12 
TRA Try (Marquette Hayes)/ Conversion Kick Good (Sherwood) 14-12 
Ravenwood Try/ Convesion Kick No Good 14-17 


